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Refurbishing the Camelot of Scholarship: How to Improve the Digital Contribution of the PDF Research Article

John Willinsky, Alex Garnett, and Angela Pan Wong

The Portable Document Format (PDF) has become the standard and preferred form for the digital edition of scholarly journal articles. Originally created as a solution to the need to “view and print anywhere,” this technology has steadily evolved since the 1990s. However, its current use among scholarly publishers has been largely restricted to making research articles print-ready, and this greatly limits the potential capacity of the PDF research article to form a greater part of a digital knowledge ecology. While this article considers historical issues of design and format in scholarly publishing, it also takes a very practical approach, providing demonstrations and examples to assist publishers and scholars in finding greater scholarly value in the way the PDF is used for journal articles. This involves but is not limited to graphic design and bibliographic linking, the deployment of metadata and research data, and the ability to combine elements of improved machine and human readability.

Social Media: New Editing Tools or Weapons of Mass Distraction?

Agata Mrva-Montoya

Despite the exponential rise of social media use in the publishing industry, very
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NISO Z39.96 The Journal Article Tag Suite (JATS): What Happened to the NLM DTDs?

Jeffrey Beck
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Permissions

Abstract

In creating PubMed Central (PMC) \[1\], the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) at the National Library of Medicine (NLM) needed a common format, with a single Document Type Definition (DTD), for all content in PMC. The first version of the NLM DTD was made available to the public in early 2003, and it quickly became the de facto standard for tagging journal articles in XML even outside the NLM. As usage grew, users and potential users started asking about formalizing the article models as a standard with the National Information Standards Organization (NISO).

Work on the NISO standard began in late 2009, and the Journal Article Tag Suite was released as a Draft Standard for Trial Use as NISO Z39.96 in March 2011.

A Short History of the NLM DTD Project

PubMed Central and the pmc-1.dtd

PMC is the NLM's digital library of full-text life sciences journal literature. Currently it holds over 2 million articles from more than 250 publishers. Although PMC is also used to store articles based on research funded with NIH grants as part of the NIH Public Access project \[2\], the original intent of the project was to take full-text article submissions from publishers and make them available through the database. The only technical requirement at the time was that the publisher had to supply the articles in some SGML or XML format and include all images so that the articles could be displayed at PMC.

In early PMC (see Figure 1), the SGML or XML content was loaded into a database and then it was rendered into HTML from the
Opportunities

• HathiTrust
  – offers a better infrastructure for development than DLXS
  – is certified by Trustworthy Repositories Audit & Certification (TRAC)

• There’s growing interest among institutions in building a shared infrastructure for publishing.
mPach: what are we creating?

- modular platform
- tightly coupled with the HathiTrust repository
- for open-access journals
- all you need to publish and preserve an OA journal
- will integrate with Open Journal Systems (OJS)
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- **Article Title**: Color variability and body size of larvae of two Epomis species (Coleoptera, Carabidae)

#### Authors

- **Gil Wizen**
- **Avital Gasith**

**No contributors found**

#### Keywords

- Epomis larvae, Carabidae, color atlas, body size

#### Abstract

Species identification using the characteristics of developmental stages is challenging. However, for insect taxonomy the coloration of larval stages can be an informative feature. The use of live specimens is recommended for this because the color fades in preserved specimens. In this study we examine the

#### Pub Date
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Color variability and body size of larvae of two *Epomis* species (Coleoptera, Carabidae) in Israel, with a key to the larval stages

Gil Wizen
Avital Gershfeld

Abstract
Species identification using the characteristics of developmental stages is challenging. However, for insect taxonomy the coloration of larval stages can be an informative feature. The use of live specimens is recommended for this because the color fades in preserved specimens. In this study we examine the possibility of using variation in coloration and color pattern of larvae in order to distinguish between two ground beetles species *Epomis deporti* (Dejean, 1831) and *Epomis circumscriptus* (Dufresnay, 1812). We present an atlas and describe the coloration and body size of the three larval stages of the above species based on live specimens. An identification key is given for the three larval instars of the two *Epomis* species. The first instar larvae of the two *Epomis* species can be easily distinguished based on their color. From the second instar on, the variability in coloration and color patterns increases, creating an overlap in these attributes between larvae of the two species. Except for minor differences in color of the antennae and the base of the mandibles, larvae of the two species are indistinguishable at the second
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Refurbishing the Camelot of Scholarship: How to Improve the Digital Contribution of the PDF Research Article

John Willinsky, Alex Garnett, and Angela Pan Wong
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Abstract

The Portable Document Format (PDF) has become the standard and preferred form for the digital edition of scholarly journal articles. Originally created as a solution to the need to “view and print anywhere,” this technology has steadily evolved since the 1990s. However, its current use among scholarly publishers has been largely restricted to making research articles print-ready, and this greatly limits the potential capacity of the PDF research article to form a greater part of a digital knowledge ecology. While this article considers historical issues of design and format in scholarly publishing, it also takes a very practical approach, providing demonstrations and examples to assist publishers and scholars in finding greater scholarly value in the way the PDF is used for journal articles. This involves but is not limited to graphic design and bibliographic linking, the deployment of metadata and research data, and the ability to combine elements of improved machine and human readability.

Introduction

The Portable Document Format (PDF) was released by Adobe Systems in 1993 to facilitate the electronic distribution of documents. It was created to assist the circulation of digital documents among the newly networked computers that were spreading through offices, whether in local area networks (LAN) or wide area networks (WAN). The PDF format quickly gained the attention of publishers as a format that could be easily used to convert legacy documents into a format that was both human-readable and machine-readable.
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Questions so far?
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HathiTrust’s Bibliographic Metadata Specifications

When a HathiTrust partner institution provides a digital object for inclusion in HathiTrust, it must provide a catalog record in MARCXML format using fields as defined in the Bibliographic Metadata Specifications, an extension of MARC 21 minimal-level requirements.
What is the repository unit (barcode equivalent) for born-digital journals?

*an individual article*
But ...

There is also metadata that relates to the journal as a whole, such as:

• title of the journal
• name of the publisher
• place of publication

What to do with these?
mPach’s solution: creating two kinds of records conforming to HathiTrust’s Bibliographic Metadata Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial record for the journal</th>
<th>Analytic record for each article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Created manually</td>
<td>Created automatically by mPach’s Prepper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Workflow for manual creation of serial records (1/2)

When a new journal comes along that will use mPach:

1. Journal editor fills out a form that asks for:
   - journal title
   - any alternative titles or abbreviations
   - any previous titles
   - any ISSNs related to the journal
   - a short description of the scope of the journal
Workflow for manual creation of serial records (2/2)

2. A serials cataloger will check to see if the HathiTrust catalog already contains a record for the journal (or for any previous titles). They will be modified, a new record will be created, or both—linking to the journal’s homepage.
So can users only discover articles by way of the journal homepage?

Nope!
The analytic records for each article will also be in the HathiTrust catalog, so you can find articles directly (if, for example, you search the catalog for a known article title).
Automatic creation of article records (1/2)

To review, the user (e.g., the journal editor) uses mPach’s Prepper to prepare an article for ingest into HathiTrust.

A combination of paragraph styles in Microsoft Word and manually entered metadata in Prepper ensures that the bibliographic metadata is properly encoded in JATS XML.
Automatic creation of article records (2/2)

So because we’ll have data that is correctly structured and actually correct, we will be able to map from JATS XML to the fields required to create an analytic MARCXML record for the article.

Each analytic record will be created automatically at the time that an article is ingested.

Our crosswalk, developed with significant assistance from Steven Holloway at ATLA, was donated to the JATS community on the JATS wiki.
But how good are these records? Do they follow AACR2 or RDA?

Not in the following ways:

• Records will not have titles of articles transcribed according to AACR2/RDA; instead, they will be in the record as displayed in the article.

• Names will be handled as the mPach user spelled them and divided them into forenames and surnames.

• We haven’t bothered with choosing a main entry: all access points are added entries.
For anyone interested, I have an annotated handout of a working document showing how the analytic and serial records will relate to each other and the other components of mPach.
Questions?

http://www.lib.umich.edu/mpach